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YOU'VE GOT MORE THAN
MOWING TO DO.
Ready to move from that ride-around mower to a real working tractor?  Step up to the
Massey Ferguson® GC1700 Series, with the largest engine in its class, professional
quality mowing deck - and two models that come with a front end loader and backhoe
standard. See how this subcompact's integrated loader joystick and quick on/off
implements make every job easier and more fun. 
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Many people want their homes to be 
comfortable, relaxing retreats. While much 
thought will be given to layout and decor, the 
noises in and around a house also can affect 
how enjoyable a space is or isn’t.

Certain offenders are driving up the noise 
levels in homes. New building materials that 
are lighter than those used in the past can 
make it easier for noise to travel between 
rooms. In addition, open floor plans make it 
easy for noise to travel from room to room, 
while handheld personal devices can make 
rooms noisy. Homeowners who want more 
peace and quiet in their home can take the 
following steps.

Add more drywall
Homeowners may not be able to add  

walls of sturdy brick to block sounds, but 
they can add more drywall in noisy rooms. 
Consider adding more drywall to a library 
or reading nook. The home improvement 
resource HomeLogic  notes that drywall 
can be used to isolate noisy rooms, such as 

those where kids practice playing musical 
instruments.

Beef up dense materials
Heavy curtains, fluffy furniture and thick 

carpets can make rooms quieter because 
they help absorb sound waves. Such items 
and materials also can help prevent echoes. 
Bare walls and floors will only make sounds 
bounce around.

Seal holes and cracks
Noises from outside can sneak around gaps 

in windows, doors and siding. Making sure 
gaps are sealed will not only make a home 
more energy efficient, but also help block 
out some exterior noises.

Fix squeaky floors
Wood floors can shrink and expand, 

leading to movement and the development 
of squeaky areas. By fixing squeaky floors, 
homeowners can reduce noise created when 
people walk through their homes.

Soundproofing a home can be a relatively 
easy and effective DIY project.

Quiet home noise 
with soundproofing


